
Survey part 2 (22 answered) 
 
1. POST PARTUM: Would you like to see more nursing support in the 3rd and 4th stage? 
   Yes: 91%    No: 9.09% 
 
 
2. What changes would most improve care to midwifery clients in the 3rd and 4th stage? 
Please be specific in adding other duties, tasks that you would like to see beyond the 
nursing support we currently have at this time. 
 
I feel like 3rd stage I don't need any more support. 4th stage- I find for the most part my support is 
great. Sometimes ensuring to stay to the end or almost end of suturing would be nice. Otherwise I 
don't feel there needs to be any distinct changes here. 
 
Getting meds, food, ice pack for mom (some nurses will do this now). Helping get her up to 
shower/void. Definitely staying until suturing complete and bleeding stable. 
 
Checking vitals and bleeding 
 
Charting, even though it should be done already, don't see that most of the time as RN's are to 
busy and take off shortly after delivery of the placenta to their next patient. Helping with pp care , 
incl. breastfeeding / mom to shower/ transfer to MBU 
 
Not leaving so quick. Help recovering woman beyond one set of vitals. Help bathing and toileting 
the woman so I can chart. Help with breastfeeding so I can chart. Spoiler alert: when I worked in 
Ontario our backup midwife would do all the clinical tasks so the primary could chart (also often 
fatigued!) doing everything solo is a huge challenge. 
 
Taking and charting vitals on mom and babe throughout 4th stage - assisting with latching baby - 
getting mom a drink, snack, tylenol - assisting mom to pee and shower - charting on the labour 
and birth - transfer to MBU - in general, working as a team to do all the jobs just as a second 
attendant RM does at a home birth 
 
I would like to see some relationship building with clients by the nurses. I would like help with 4th 
stage and vitals etc etc. I would like help with charting. I would like help with clean up. I would like 
help with getting a woman to the shower. 
 
Completing all documentation: labour delivery summary, newborn record, NOB Maternal vitals 
maternal shower transfer mother and babe to postpartum 
 
More charting, always staying until suturing done or until RM says it is ok for the nurse to leave 
 
RN should not leave the room until the placenta is placenta delivered, suturing is done, VSs taken 
x 2, breastfeeding is established and the newborn exam is complete. Ideally, the RN should 
transport client over to the mother baby unit. 
 
Consistent RN charting. I would like to see the RN's admiting p/t to MBU 
 
Some nurses do some of this, but others don't.: 3rd stage: Charting: L&D record, newborn apgars 
with MRP discussion, 1st vitals Misc: Ibuprofen ice pack underwear Mat and newborn temp 
Weighing baby if mom desires Helping with breastfeeding 4th: Breastfeeding As above Getting 
mom up to void/shower Doing transfer RM to do newborn exam, give report to RN for her to give 
to MBU RN 



 
Complete all times appropriately on partogram and L+B summary do all initial VS on mother and 
chart get ice pack, meds, drink/snack for mother, get baby scale apply bracelets to mother, father 
and baby offer to assist with BFing and/or weighing baby assist with mother getting showered 
cleaned up be available to transfer pt to mother babe 
 
I think it would be safer care if the nurse stayed through the third stage and well into the 4th. 
Doing the mom assessment (fund, flow, VS), helping with breastfeeding, Getting mum food and 
drink, comfort stuff, just like they do for other patients. I do not think it is necessary for them to 
assist with transfer. I think it is an important of our continuity of care that we transfer the client and 
provide the transfer report to the MBU nurse, 
 
Often things are so busy on the unit that nurses aren't available until the baby is nearly crowning. 
I find much better collaboration is possible for clients with epidural/oxytocin where a nurse is 
available for all of second stage. The client has better support, and more hands are available for 
taking FHR, providing hot compresses, checking equipment, etc. I find the current level of support 
varies quite a bit, from nurses helping with all aspects of third and fourth stage, to nurses not 
even writing down key times in the chart. 
 
They would stay in the room and monitor bleeding vitals etc. like at a home birth mostly the 
second rm stays for at least an hour or so 
 
Particularly 4th stage as nursing support sometimes dissapears very shortly afterwards. 
Assistance with breastfeeding (some will do this now), assistance with mom getting showered, 
getting snacks for mom etc so that the midwife can concentrate on doing the baby check and get 
the paperwork complete at this point. 
 
Doing vitals and fundus checks for the first 30 min. post partum. Helping clean up the dirty linens, 
getting women comfortable. Often they will leave as soon as the placenta is out, or while I am still 
suturing, leaving no one to get those things done while I am busy. 
 
Charting! More hands makes light work, if the nurses helped us to complete the pp care we would 
be off the ward sooner and home in our beds sooner. I don't think they understand we never get 
to stop?? 
 
Don't leave after placenta/suturing. Help with all vitas, feeding mother, assist w BF, shower, 
measure and weigh newborn get ready with transport to MB and even do transport particularly if it 
has been a long labour for RM. 
 
I would like to see more consistency in how much the RNs chart during the 3rd and 4th stage. 
 
3. ANTENATAL ADMISSION/SHORT STAY TRIAGE:Please comment on changes in this 
area if you think there can be improvement. 
 
I could see the benefit of using a resident for those times a patient shows up because she had a 
dizzy spell or has a non-obstetric concern, but is over 20wks...While I feel like many of the times 
we will still come in- I feel like the odd time where basically we just need to come in and sign the 
patient out- there might be another way to do this. 
 
Short stay form- why do we have to fill in the whole form if client is admitted for labour. If this is a 
wrong information, please make RN's aware of that 
 
RNs could do a full assessment just as they do with GPs so less simple tasks need to be done on 



RM's arrival. 
 
For straightforward normal cases where women can be sent home, it seems crazy that we need 
to come in - RNs can do VEs! I trust their VE! Do a VE if needed! - set the woman up with an NST, 
vitals, labs - assist with speculum exam and swabs prn 
 
I am clear that most antenatal admissions are RN tasks. The woman has already been assessed 
and that is why she is being admitted. A MW does not need to go up to VGH to do a set of vitals 
and chart this. Not sure how to improve short stay triage. We are required to go and assess our 
client. My experience has been that in most cases a nurse has done the basic assessment..... 
NST, vitals, urine etc. 
 
More support if RM is with a labouring woman and has a client that needs to be assessed 
 
 
RN should admit client. 
  
I think the RN should consistently start NST if needed. 
 
Anything that is not in midwifery scope - ?pneumonia, ?pertussis (I have had both in last 2 years) 
- RM to call to L&D to brief charge RN, RN to do NST/Vitals, RM to speak on phone with resident 
but resident to assess/admit so RN does not have to come in. 
 
RN completes admission and mat VS and FH on arrival prior to RM assessment as needed all 
reduced FM NSTs done by RNs and RM only expected to come in if a concern all IV ABx doses 
(after initial assessment) to be admin by RNs as a rule (as oppose to as a favour) that RN could 
triage twisted ankle, fall off bike patients who are sent up to LDR from ER to GP vs calling in RM 
 
I think it works very well already. The nurse is doing a thorough assessment and calling me with 
the info and telling me when I arrive. Very smooth at this time. 
 
For short stays it would be helpful if rn can triage and only call mrp in if necessary. Phone 
consults in this day and age would be hrlpful. Maybe residents can sign off if outside rn comfort 
zone/scope 
 
I always appreciate when the nurse can start NST where this is indicated so that it is on when I 
come in, urinalysis done, vital signs etc.. this helps so much. 
 
If there is a nurse available, having them start paper work, do vitals, start efm if indicated, set up 
a clean catch for c&s if indicated etc... 
 
More nursing support similar to what docs get. 
 
4. If a Resident was available to you for both non obstetrical reasons or obstetrical care, 
would you consider using one? 
Yes 81.82%   No  18.18% 
 
5. Do we need more support for break relief during labours? 
Yes  86.36%         No 13.64% 
 
6. What suggestions do you have for improving the breaks for midwives while they are on 
the LDR? 
 



I think it just needs to become the cultural norm on L & D- that RMs don't have to have breaks all 
the time, but that it should be the expectations that RMs can & are able to take breaks. I'd love it if 
RNs asked or told us we were due for a break (as in we were part of the usual rotation)- the 
assigned nurse could cover us. 
 
I haven't had a problem -when I've asked nurses to cover while I go for quick break they have 
been willing. As well when a woman is stable with an epidural nurses have encouraged me to 
take a break. Hopefully these can be commonplace experiences. 
 
For long labours it would be nice to get a short break 
 
I think we should be able to ask our RN support team for a short reasonable meal break when we 
have been working for a good amount of time with no break. 
 
Assigned RN staying with client for 20 min minimum for break relief 
 
More offers. I won't take it unless it's offered. 
 
Some set up that for every 4 hours we are there we can take 30min while the RN cares for our 
client If another woman comes in with an issue or ?labour we can have our other woman cared 
for while we assess the need to actually call in another midwife. 
 
I think this is something we need to also discuss internally. I believe that MW's must start 
developing schedules and supports what don't allow for dangerous over tired professionals. No 
one should be up and working for more than 12 to 18 hrs (depending on when the labour started) 
But certainly if there is an epidural running and the client is sleeping ....... we should be able to go 
lie down. 
 
Keep CN updated on progress of client care inform CN of needs of MW and when would be a 
good time for break relief -- eg try and coordinate around RN break reliefs offer to do RN break 
relief on busy shifts 
 
Perhaps a 30 min break for every 8 hours you are with a labouring woman to eat, call other 
clients if needed etc 
 
RM should receive scheduled breaks even if her client does not have an epidural or is on 
Oxytocin 
 
I think we should be offered breaks and expected to take them. I asked for a break once after I 
had been on the unit for 15 hours and the charge said when all the RN's had finished their breaks 
I could have one. I asked how long that would be and she said about four hours! 
 
Built-in q 6 hrs x 30 min? 
 
That it be understood that the RM can request a rest in a long labour between assessments, 
including asking the RN to perform VEs as needed, checking FH etc. for up to 2 or 3 hrs even 
(seems that our mw sleep room is often full of GPs / residents :) 
 
Re: break relief -- it really depends on the situation. I recently had a client who was demanding 
my attention so much that I found it difficult to get out to the desk to give updates -- there was no 
chance of a longer break. For very long labours (especially unmedicated ones) clients would likely 
receive much better care if I occasionally had 15 minutes to grab some food, to get some air, or 
even to step out to rearrange home visits and/or check in with my postpartum clients whose visits 



might be delayed. 
 
More staff on the unit so we are not feeling like we are adding to an unmaneagle work load with 
burnt out staff 
 
Not an issue when one to one nursing is in place (epidural/ oxy augment) but it would be nice to 
be asked when this is not the case and you are the only care provider in the room. 
 
A midwife should be able to ask for a rest break of up to an hour should they have someone in 1st 
stage of labour who is coping well, or sleeping due to meds. It would be nice if the charge nurse 
offered to give a midwife a break, knowing they have not had a break in some time. Most charge 
nurses will ask us to bring in another midwife, which seems a huge waste of resources if 
someone is available to check in q 15min. I understand though, when they are swamped, which 
seems to happen a lot these days. 
 
Assigned nurses... 
 
That a RN would actually "cover" the time by being in the room, or maybe in and out if client in 
shower, etc. 
 
 
7. Earlier in the survey (on part 1, question 1), if you answered NO to having more nursing 
support, please explain why? 
 
I feel that saying Yes to having more nursing support. Sets it up like I want a huge shift. I don't. I 
feel like for the most part the nursing support I receive is very good. I feel like to me having an 
assigned nurse- for the birth, or to get breaks form is reasonable, but I don't know if that means I 
want a whole lot more nursing support. I think small things are what might be useful. I also feel 
that we are starting to create an US & THEM- mentality with how things have gone so far with 
getting this assigned nurse (especially in a very volatile state of RN understaffing & other stress 
on RNs currently). I feel we need to be VERY sensitive to this and I worry about the implications 
of rolling out new RN/RM roles at this time. 
 
I feel like the nurses really do help me out- mostly without even being asked. Even since just 
being back from mat leave everything has been so positive on the floor with support and 
resources. 
 
Intrapartum: no. Postpartum: yes. 
 
I would like to be able to choose situations where I receive more support. If I come in with 
someone doing well, not needing anything beyond basic care, I don't feel I would need anything 
extra. When I transfer in from a homebirth...I would like to have it be assumed that I would like 
immediate extra support 
 
 
8. Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns? 
 
1- Question number 2 on the 1st survey wouldn't let me number 2-I feel that when we transfer in 
with a urgent situation...like a PPH from home- then it should be automatic that we get an 
assigned nurse...for at least 30min to an hour...to ensure everything is stable. And, also RMs are 
dealing with many factors. ++ paperwork, consults, the baby & the stress of the transfer for the 
family. Extra support here- only makes sense to me. 
 



 
Concerns? That blatant condescending and passive aggressive behavior from certain charge 
nurses is tolerated by the management. 
Asking us to call in another MW if two clients are admitted at the same time. If birth is not 
imminent I would like to see a RN supporting MW's client if MW is busy with another delivery, or 
taking on the early pp care/ transfer to MBU to enable MW to care for the other client 
 
I personally don't want more RN presence for normal intrapartum. I think women choose 
midwives for a private birth experience and depending on the RN it can really change the 
mood/environment in the room once they enter. On that note: if the woman is pushing well (which 
is often why I've called them in) please don't take over coaching her (shouting, forcing position 
changes, advising her of "how to do it"...) What she is doing is working. We are doing fine. 
There's more than one position to push a baby out in. Less than helpful in those intense moments 
and distracting and confusing for the mums. I would like to see clarification on induction roles. I've 
been called in recently because RNs personal opinion was I should be on site if oxy running and 
charge RN felt I needed to repeat a VE 3 hours after ARM induction when woman wasn't 
contracting (in order to start oxy) . Different charge RNs demand different things. 
 
In general the RN should be available to the RM if her assistance is required. 
 
I would love to see some positive changes. I really appreciate the RN support we do receive. 
 
I think AP in general is not a satisfactory place for women. It is really not client-friendly. Women 
often complain that they were treated poorly by the RNs there. It is rare that we have an 
admission there, but when we do there's immediate pressure to transfer from the RNs which isn't 
appropriate - OB is managing care, and it sometimes takes 24-48 hrs to determine if client is 
stable and being discharged (no transfer) or may need to stay long-term (transfer). So I guess 1st 
I want them to understand that it is shared care with an OB. So transfer is basically initiated 
already. 2nd i wonder about totally overhauling AP...but that would take an architect... 
 
I am curious to know how this looks and works at other hospitals where RMs already have this 
level of nursing support - (my experience has been limited to VGH) - my hope and reason for 
supporting this is that it will enable us to provide even better midwifery care - as oppose to finding 
it diluting or getting in the way of our model of practice - but this requires real team work - and 
respectful collaboration - and of course i am concerned that this be well-received by our nursing 
colleagues - seems like unlike other hospitals there is some underlying issues of resistance to 
supporting midwifery - and until this is addressed - i do worry about how this will all unfold - and 
THANK-YOU so much for those participating is this challenging but important process - no matter 
what level of support we achieve i believe that this is a really timely accomplishment for us - thx, 
thx, thx!!! 
 
I very much enjoy working with the nurses. I feel there is very good collaboration and respect 
between the nurses and myself. I think there has been a disintegration in the willingness of some 
of the nurses to work with midwives since the program of collecting incidents about nurses has 
started. This process appears to have had an effect of lowering trust between midwives and 
nurses. Very unfortunate outcome. 
 
The single biggest problem with the current level of nursing support is the occasional (and 
becoming more common) long waits for epidural/oxytocin support. 
 
Can we use other examples of how rn/rm work diff from vgh? My understanding is we have a very 
unique nursing culture that hasnt adapted since implimentation while other centres have 
 



I am mostly happy with the support I get at LDR. At the same time, they seem to be super busy all 
the time these days, so its often not a good time to ask for help. I think they need to improve their 
staffing levels, and that way we could expect more support from them. There is still occasional 
passive/aggressive behaviour by some of the nurses, especially some of the charge nurses, 
though this is much less than in the past. For the most part I find the environment quite positive. 
 
Need more nurses on the floor. The nurses need to see all clients (midwifery) as "theirs". 
Changes should support this change in attitude. 
 
 


